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Carrie Jones is a graduate of Drew University (BA) and the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, now Rutgers (DPT). Carrie is a board certified Orthopedic Clinical specialist and has been a clinical manager at Wayne Orthopedic Physical Therapy for 5 years, totaling over 9 years of management experience.

Tammy McHugh is a graduate of Quinnipiac University (BS in PT) and A.T. Still University (DPT). Tammy is certified in ACLS. Tammy has been a clinical manager at The New Jersey Center of PT and Wayne Orthopedic PT for over 9 years, totaling over 13 years of management experience.

This course will integrate the ethical responsibilities of the practicing Physical Therapist and Physical Therapist Assistant. It will cover topics which will include discussions of ethical decision making, APTA Code of Ethics and Guide for Professional Conduct.

Upon completion of this course, the participant shall be able to:

1. Integrate ethical thought process in situations during daily practice
2. Apply principles of ethical decision making to mock ethical situations
3. Analyze determinants of moral and ethical behavior
4. Differentiate between common ethical theories
5. Explore and incorporate the APTA’s Guide for Professional Conduct for the Physical Therapist and Physical Therapist Assistant
6. Consider and apply the APTA’s code of Ethics in clinical situations
7. Demonstrate step by step judgment to work through ethical decision making

Registration Form
Course Fee $250
RSVP March 9, 2017

Please fill out completely and return to:
Diamond Cutter Executive Services
450 Hamburg Turnpike
Wayne, NJ 07470

Name ____________________________

Title (PT, PTA) ___________________

Address _________________________

City ___________________ State ______ Zip _______

(______) ____________________

Telephone _______________________

E-mail Address ____________________

Seating will be limited to 25 spaces to maintain an optimal lecturer to participant ratio.

For questions or further information please contact:
Diamond Cutter Executive Services
(973) 706-7618